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Gov Newsom calls state of emergency in California over coronavirus
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Lyonsbd, Columbus, United States, 1 day ago

My partner and I cancelled our cruise for May back in December. Like why are people this brazen?? That is the worst form of travel I can possibly think of

outside an airplane to catch this virus.
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Iwtgs, Tustin, United States, 1 day ago

Democrat Newsome should of declared a state of emergency years ago with the homelessness and drugs and terrible conditions being sky high under his

term.
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Brooklyn girl, New York, United States, 1 day ago

That ship will become an incubator for covid19 putting all the trapped passengers & crew at great risk. What a nightmare for them.

ReplyNew Comment 113
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GreatNWRainforest, Cascadia, United States, 1 day ago

It's about time. The state of emergency should have been implimented a week ago. I say road blocks at the state borders and that's just for starters, with only

goods transported out of state!

ReplyNew Comment 36
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maroon vee, Los Angeles, United States, 1 day ago

State of emergency, drought, rains, homeless, fires, homeless, typhoid, Hep A, fires, feces, taxes, homeless, Corona virus. On and on. If you want to be safe

stay out of CA, unless you have too.

ReplyNew Comment 116
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maroon vee, Los Angeles, United States, 1 day ago

States of emergency in CA. First it was the drought, because of poor planning and not building new dams for decades. Flushing water out to the oceans to

save a tiny shrimp. Then it was the massive rains. Next the wildfires killing 100s, due to poor planning to cut back brush. Homeless crisis. Typhoid and Hep A

outbreaks. What do the leaders do? Yell Climate change TM, and raise taxes again.
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Xroboto, Midwest, United States, 1 day ago

California.... Smh

ReplyNew Comment 18
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Libtears, Inland city, United States, 2 days ago

CA is always having emergencies. Very poorly run

ReplyNew Comment 215
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Babycakes415, San Francisco, United States, 2 days ago

As a longtime resident of San Francisco I can say that cruise ship sitting in the bay is the least of this City's problems. Start by bleaching the streets and all of

the public transportation don't let the homeless camp out and crap on the streets. And as for Chinatown make it illegal to spit all over the place to sell food

that has not been refrigerated fish sitting out in the sun chickens hanging in the windows it's absolutely disgusting and unsanitary.
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Spot of bedtime reading Kate? Duchess of Cambridge leaves Waterstones
with a bag full of books after asking for children's titles as she...
The Duchess of Cambridge, 38, was pictured carrying a huge bag of books as she stepped out of the

Waterstones store near her Kensington...

Another 42 coronavirus cases are confirmed in Britain bringing the total
number of infections to 206 in the biggest daily increase yet - as...
A total of 21,460 Britons rushed to be tested for the deadly disease. Britain's first victim was a woman in her

70s who died in Reading. The...

Italy recruits retired doctors to battle coronavirus crisis as deaths rise to
197 while more than 60 mourners at a funeral in Spain have...
Italy has seen the biggest coronavirus outbreak in Europe with 197 deaths. The WHO told all countries to

make containment 'their highest...

Joan Collins, 86, sports a face mask and white gloves as she heads back
to London after revealing she's 'prepared' for coronavirus
Joan Colllins was spotted heading back to London wearing a black face mask and a pair of white gloves on

Saturday morning.

Pope Francis will deliver Sunday prayers by livestream to keep crowds
away from Saint Peter's Square as Italy battles coronavirus
The 83-year-old pontiff is to break with centuries of tradition by enlisting the help of technology for his weekly

Angelus prayer. The...

Stockpilers pushing trolleys piled high with toilet rolls form enormous
queues at Costco while shelves are stripped empty in Asda in...
Shocking footage has emerged of checkouts being flooded by frantic stockpilers with trolleys piled high with

toilet rolls at a Costco in...
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Hospital consultant, 50, 'sexually assaulted three women during
examinations for his own gratification'
Dr Narendra Kochar, 50, is on trial at Manchester Crown Court accused of sexually assaulting three women.

The hospital consultant, from...

Man, in his 20s, is stabbed to death in a 'targeted attack' in Essex as
woman, 45, is arrested on suspicion of murder 
The victim, in his 20s, was found to have died from multiple stab wounds at the scene on Friday night in

Cromer Road, Southend.

Queen says diversity 'makes us stronger' in Commonwealth Day message
ahead of Meghan Markle and Prince Harry's final official royal...
The Queen used her Commonwealth Day message to praise diversity for 'making us stronger', ahead of the

Duke and Duchess of Sussex's last...

Jeremy Vine leads the tributes as Eggheads star Dave Rainford who was
famous for being banned from pub quiz machines in Manchester dies 
Eggheads star Dave Rainford had been a regular on the BBC tea time quiz show since 2012 after taking over

from CJ de Mooi.

Boris Johnson's fiancée Carrie Symonds shows off her '£30,000 Princess
Diana-style' engagement ring and baby bump as she is seen for the...
Carrie Symonds debuted her engagement ring, which managing director of 77 Diamonds Tobias Kormind

believes is a five carat blue sapphire...

Two pensioners, aged 72 and 73, are arrested on suspicion of murder
after woman, in her 40s, was found dead in a house in Bolton
The woman was discovered after officers were called by paramedics to a home in the Lostock area of Bolton,

at around 10pm last night.
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Asian cricket club of the year's future is at risk because it refuses to take
Lottery funding that is not acceptable to its mainly Muslim...
Mount Cricket Club in Batley, West Yorkshire, needs £2million to improve its facilities but Sports England, the

public body which provides...

Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman arrests 'treasonous' rivals: Saudi
Arabia king's brother, an ex-crown prince and a cousin are held by...
One of the king's brothers, Prince Ahmed bin Abdulaziz al Saud, and one of his nephews, Prince Mohammed

bin Nayef have been arrested in...

George Osborne's second home stamp duty surcharge has raised
£6.6billion - but expert claims 'arbitrary and unfair' tax isn't working and
it...
The 3 per cent stamp duty surcharge on additional properties was introduced by the former Chancellor in 2016

and it was hoped it would raise...

End of the tampon tax: Chancellor Rishi Sunak will axe the unpopular levy
on sanitary products in his first Budget 
The UK will remove the tax after it exits the European Union at the end of December this year. EU laws make it

impossible for member states...

British backpacker, 23, who sparked massive six-day police hunt when
she disappeared in Fiji is FOUND staying at a mountain eco retreat
Lydia O'Sullivan, from Whitehaven, Cumbria, has been travelling for the past two years and had not been seen

or heard from for eight days,...

A whole avocado every day helps cut cholesterol and could be the secret
to a healthy heart, study claims 
Tests showed a 10 per cent cut in harmful cholesterol levels in seriously overweight volunteers who ate one a

day for five weeks as part of...
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Lewis Capaldi to provide safe spaces for fans suffering anxiety at his
concerts after revealing his own struggle with panic attacks that...
The 23-year-old Scottish singer had to leave the stage early in Manchester last year after suffering a panic

attack. Capaldi has set up...

Former Wales rugby star Matthew J Watkins dies at the age of 41 after
long battle with pelvic cancer 
Watkins, who won 18 caps for Wales between 2003 and 2006, retired in 2011 and was diagnosed with a rare

form of pelvic cancer in 2013. He...

Church bans yoga after the vicar's wife complains it's 'more like a nice lie-
down' than exercise 
The group of middle-aged yogis and their teacher have been booted out by Rev Dan Brown after his wife

Sarah decided the sessions were an...

Tractor driver, 32, dies when he crashes into electricity 'pylon' on farm
and knocks out power to 2,000 homes
The 32-year-old, who has not yet been named, is believed to have hit the power grid infrastructure while

driving on farmland on the former...

Rescuers race to save 30 people still trapped in collapsed five-star hotel
in China being used to quarantine coronavirus victims 
Xinjia Hotel in Quanzhou City was recently converted to a quarantine facility for people who had recent contact

with coronavirus patients,...

Go, see Granny NOW! Vulnerable people could be told next week they will
be confined to their homes as UK ramps up response to coronavirus...
People have been advised to make sure the elderly are ready for 'social distancing' policies, which are to be

announcement by ministers next...
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Chinese business leaders leave lights on at work to fake country's
'recovery' from coronavirus so they don't fall foul of officials
Whistleblowers in China have claimed that business leaders are faking the success of the country's 'recovery'

from the coronavirus outbreak...

Already booked - or planning a trip? As the coronavirus crisis grows, our
crucial guide to the question every traveller's asking... Should I...
About to take a long-haul flight? What are the risks for worldwide travel? Is your travel insurance primed for the

unexpected? Here, we come...

The killer virus that just keeps breeding: PROFESSOR HUGH
PENNINGTON explains how Covid-19 spreads, what its 'aggressive strain'
is and...
Professor Hugh Pennington, Emeritus Professor of Bacteriology at Aberdeen University, explains how the killer

coronavirus 'just keeps...

'Keeping people on board will be a death sentence': Relatives of Brits
stranded on coronavirus-hit cruise ship off California plead for it...
So far, 21 people on the Grand Princess have tested positive for Covid-19 - just under half of all those who

have been tested - although...

Iran's coronavirus death toll rises by 21 to reach 145 including second
politician to die from the infection while 'force' is threatened to...
The number of people testing positive increased by more than 1,000 over the past 24 hours, reaching 5,823 on

Saturday. Pictured: A...

Family of second coronavirus victim to die in the UK say hospital was 'too
slow' to isolate him: Caribbean cruise ship passenger, in his...
The man died at Milton Keynes Hospital after he was admitted on March 3 with suspected pneumonia having

recently returned from a cruise...
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'Maybe I should have been a doctor': Trump brags about his 'natural
ability' for science because of his 'super genius uncle' who was an MIT...
'You know my Uncle was a great - he was at MIT,' the president said while standing next to health officials who

are working to contain the...

Ex-The View host Michelle Collins jokes that Jameela Jamil will be the
'first famous person to get coronavirus' - a month after The Good...
Michelle Collins, 38, took to Twitter earlier this week to ask people to place their bets on 'the first famous

person to get Corona,'...

'If your temperature is not down, you're not coming in': Bouncer at bar in
London's The Shard tests people with a thermometer before...
Pictures show what is believed to be a member of security staff with a 'thermometer gun,' checking people

entering Bar 31 in The Shard near...

Kensington Palace 'is considering cancelling William and Kate's trip to
Australia over coronavirus fears' 
The royal couple are in talks with Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison to negotiate the details of the trip

before he extends an...

British Airways cabin crew fear they are at increased risk of catching
coronavirus because planes are 'deep-cleaned once a month' and only...
British Airways jets are only deep-cleaned monthly with some just getting a 'quick wipe' before jetting off again.

Yesterday, two baggage...

DR MAX: Don't be a nation of Corporal Joneses - we all need to calm
down about coronavirus 
DR MAX PEMBERTON: Enough already! We all need to calm down NOW! Even if the coronavirus, Covid-19,

does become an epidemic in Britain,...
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Coronavirus outbreak could peak in the UK at Easter and last for another
six months: Millions could catch deadly infection with 90 per cent...
A big increase in British diagnoses is expected as the virus is now being transmitted in the community and

testing is being ramped up....

'That looked so weird': Fans mock Liverpool and Bournemouth players as
they aimlessly walk by each other after Premier League banned them...
Supporters were left bemused after watching Liverpool and Bournemouth's players eschew the traditional pre-

game handshake following the...

'I ain't playing if I ain't got the fans in the crowd': Basketball icon LeBron
James says he won't play in an empty stadium after NBA issues...
The NBA wants its teams to prepare to play games without fans if necessary because of the coronavirus crisis,

but LeBron James says he won't...

Outrageous moment mother and daughter BRAWL with a woman over
toilet paper in the aisle of a Woolworths as loo roll crisis hits a new low...
The bizarre fight is understood to have taken place in Chullora, 15km west of Sydney's CBD.

How Mrs Hinch cleaned up: Orders for her new book are outstripping
Hilary Mantel's latest masterpiece - but then she does have 3.2m...
As far as comparisons go, she's more Fifty Shades Of Grey than literary great. But when it comes to shifting

her books, Mrs Hinch shows...

'The nipples droop!': Keira Knightley insists she will no longer strip off for
racy nude scenes now she is a mother-of-two
The actress, 34, admitted that she always felt 'completely comfortable' stripping off for films when she was

younger.
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Greek police launch tear gas at migrants as Turkish officers FIRE BACK at
border crossing where thousands are trying to get into Europe and...
More clashes erupted on Saturday between Greek police and Europe-bound migrants gathered on the Turkey

side of a border crossing near the...

Sophie's mission for Her Majesty: Countess of Wessex is now a 'secret
shopper' for the Queen 
Known to buy the occasional outfit for the Duchess of Cambridge, the Countess of Wessex is also now a

'secret shopper' for the Queen.

'He thinks he's bigger than the show': Stacey Dooley 'pushed boyfriend
Kevin Clifton to quit Strictly Come Dancing so they can become a TV...
It has been claimed that the presenter, 32, hinted that she and her beau, 37, could cash in on big money

projects, amid claims the pro felt...

You're Next star Nicholas Tucci dies at the age of 38 following battle with
undisclosed illness
You're Next star Nicholas Tucci passed away on Tuesday, March 3, at the age of 38 following an undisclosed

illness he choose to keep...

Royal Opera House cancels performances by Placido Domingo amid
allegations he sexually assaulted more than 20 women 
London's Royal Opera House says it reached a 'mutual agreement' with Spanish singer Placido Domingo to

cancel a series of performances as...

British traveller is blocked from boarding a flight to Thailand and left
£1,000 out of pocket because of novelty stamps on her passport
Tina Sibley was stopped at the boarding gate in Madrid by Qatar Airways staff, which told her the stamps of

Macchu Picchu made her passport...
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HUGO VICKERS: British photographer Cecil Beaton and bisexual
Hollywood megastar Greta Garbo had an all-consuming affair fuelled by
jealousy,...
HUGO VICKERS: Finding himself in New York again for work, he called Garbo - and to his delight, she agreed

to visit his hotel suite....

The road to hell: Thousands of refugees pouring towards the Greek
border on a false promise - only to be met with bullets and brutality - is...
LARISA BROWN: The gateway to Greece and the EU for migrants encouraged to leave by Turkey's regime is

a short walk across no man's land....

Caroline Flack's manager and close friend shares touching never-seen-
before video tribute to the late star weeks after her death
Caroline Flack's manager and friend Nathan Charles Smith has shared a touching video of the late star on

Instagram weeks after she passed...

The Sinking National Party: With their ex-leader on trial for attempted
rape, the SNP's record in power is shameful - and nothing symbolises...
The SNP have been ramping up calls for independence. But with their ex-leader (pictured with Nicola

Sturgeon) on trial for attempted rape,...

More flooding misery is on the way for Britain as the Met Office warns up
to three inches of rain is set to fall in just 24 hours with 136...
136 flood alerts have been put in place - mostly in the South - while the north has large yellow rain warnings

for today before some respite...

TOWIE's Courtney Green appeals for help after ex Callum Bushby is
slashed across the face with a pair of 'scissors' during violent roadside...
TOWIE's Courney Green's ex-boyfriend Callum Bushby has been slashed across the face with a pair of

'scissors' during a violent attack in...
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SS concentration camp guard, 94, who lived in Tennessee for 60 years
had his secret past uncovered by researchers who found a record of his...
Friedrich Karl Berger, 94, was found to have worked in the Nazi concentration subcamp of Neuengamme

(above), the US says. His ID was found...

EXCLUSIVE: Kate Middleton's school friend behind sex club Killing
Kittens lifts the lid on the wildest things she's seen at the events -...
Emma Sayle, 41, launched Killing Kittens in 2005 with the goal of empowering women to take charge of their

fantasies while destigmatizing...

Princess Beatrice enjoys late night dinner in London with her fiancé
Edoardo Mapelli Mozzi amid preparations for their wedding 
The couple, who are due to marry on May 29 at the Chapel Royal in St James's Palace, were seen leaving the

west London eatery and bar after...

Barbed wire facelift that banished my Mummy frown: When SARAH VINE
caught sight of herself on TV, she was horrified. Now she feels utterly...
SARAH VINE: My initial reaction was no - are you mad? Why would I want to have my face yanked around by

the surgical equivalent of barbed...

Adult store owners left reeling after a spate of thefts use a 'Wall of Shame'
to embarrass shoplifters who have stolen sex toys - forcing...
The Facebook page of the Peaches and Cream chain of sex shops in New Zealand shares CCTV pictures of

people they allege have stolen from...

Reverse diabetes by having your cake... and eating it! NHS expert DR
DAVID UNWIN shares his revolutionary plan
DR DAVID UNWIN: Thanks to low carb, my GP practice in Southport, Merseyside, has changed, with nearly

50 per cent of my patients having put...
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GARY LINEKER MEETS MARTIN SAMUEL: Match Of The Day icon opens
up on Twitter trolls, becoming the face of anti-Brexit... and his VERY
frosty...
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW BY MARTIN SAMUEL: On Gary Lineker's Twitter feed there are two notification

columns. The first contains those verified...

Pregnant Katy Perry proudly flaunts her baby bump in a multicoloured
dress at ICC Women's T20 World Cup 2020 event in Melbourne
She officially announced her pregnancy earlier this week. 

Detective who first investigated Dubai ruler's 'kidnapping of his daughter
from the UK' blasts 'cover-up' and says probe was shut down to...
David Beck, 65, was a detective on the 2000 abduction of teenage Princess Shamsa from Cambridge by her

father, when the case was shelved...

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL: How 'Steel Magnolia' won the £5 million battle of
the lady lawyers between the ruler of Dubai and his wife Princess Haya 
RICHARD EDEN: But the custody battle between the billionaire ruler of Dubai, who retained the services of

Lady Ward (inset), and his...

STEPHEN GLOVER: The shameful case that exposes the hypocrisy of
Tony Blair's 'ethical foreign policy' 
STEPHEN GLOVER: It concerns the kidnapping of a young woman on a British street, and the subsequent

connivance of the Labour government in...

The Queen 'will distance herself from Sheikh Mohammed and refuse to be
pictured with him' after decades'-long friendship because he was...
The decision to dodge 70-year-old Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum, comes after a High Court judge

ruled that he had tortured and...
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Lady Louise Windsor, 16, and her father Prince Edward go horse riding
together near Windsor Castle - while uncle Prince Andrew also takes to...
Lady Louise Windsor and Prince Edward were spotted riding side by side near Windsor Castle, while Prince

Andrew was also spotted taking to...

Stephen King says publisher's decision to drop Woody Allen's memoir
over sex abuse allegations makes him 'very uneasy' because of 'who
gets...
Stephen King (left) warns that a book publisher's decision on Friday to cancel a planned memoir by Woody

Allen (inset) is censorship. 'It's...

BEL MOONEY: I haven't been in paid work for the last nine years - have I
just sacrificed my identity for being a mother? 
BEL MOONEY: You worry that you're at fault for 'being just a mother and housewife'. I beg you never use that

belittling word 'just' in that...

Savvy homeowner makes an 'amazing' oak dining table out of scaffolding
planks after struggling to find one she liked (and it cost just £90)
Samantha Turner, from Bradford, took to Facebook group DIY On A Budget Official and told how she couldn't

find a dining table she liked, so...

Michelle Keegan and Mark Wright's 'plans for £1.3m Essex dream home
AT RISK after row with council over foul sewage disposal and...
The TV couple submitted plans to knock down their new place and replace it with a sprawling Georgian-style

mansion, but it appears they've...

Ex-spy Christopher Steele breaks his silence to say that Trump didn't like
his golden showers ‘dirtier dossier’ because the 'truth is...
Steele's dossier, which was funded by the Democratic National Committee and Hillary Clinton's campaign,

became FBI evidence in the FISA...
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'Threatening' Philip Green 'joked about murder' and left former Topshop
design chief terrified, she claims as she sues retail mogul 
Former Topshop design chief Mo Riach is suing controversial boss Sir Philip Green claiming she was left

terrified after he mentioned the...

Heartless care home worker is caught on camera belittling dementia
sufferer, 87, at an award-winning centre 
The footage shows Victoria Taylor, 41, taunting and threatening 87-year-old Michael Pearce, who was

described as 'so sweet-natured and calm'...

Nazi survivors who documented life in Britain: Women photographers
who emigrated to the UK after escaping persecution in Germany and
Austria...
These stunning images were all captured by female photographers who emigrated to the UK after escaping

Nazi persecution. They document life...

NYC prosecutors say Harvey Weinstein should get a long prison sentence
that reflects a 'lifetime of abuse' shown at his rape trial and in 36...
Throughout his adult life, Weinstein has shown a 'staggering lack of empathy, treating others with disdain and

inhumanity,' Manhattan...

Police chief who led Scotland Yard's bungled VIP child sex inquiry failed
to investigate two other abuse probe liars 'to spare force further...
The police chief who led Scotland Yard's bungled VIP child sex abuse inquiry failed to investigate two lying

conspiracy theorists to save...

JOHN HUMPHRYS: If Boris Johnson wants to copy his hero from Jaws
he'll need to be a lot braver 
JOHN HUMPHRYS: This is a test for the country and for Boris Johnson. I suspect his instinct is to behave like

his hero: the mayor who tried...
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Come on up Boris, the water's toxic: PAUL BRACCHI dons his waders in
the flooded village Mr Johnson STILL hasn't visited
PAUL BRACCHI: Only when you're here in Snaith - in my case, trying to avoid the possibility of plunging down

an open manhole - does the...

Prize pooches get primped and preened for their moment in the spotlight
on third day of world's greatest dog's show Crufts
Thousands of dogs from around the world - and their indulgent owners - have gathered at the Birmingham

NEC for the four-day event.

Bathtubs of live lobsters, a castle hired for her PA's birthday, £70k on
champagne - all paid for with stolen charity cash: GUY ADAMS...
GUY ADAMS: When the fragrant Lady Rosemary Aberdour (pictured at her Caribbean party, undated) decided

to organise a birthday outing for her...

BBC4 could be axed or have its programmes made online only - to pay for
BBC3's return to TV 
BBC4 could be axed to put BBC3 back on TV, it was claimed last night. Corporation bosses are deciding what

to include in the broadcaster's...

Universities threatened with new laws to protect free speech if they fail to
do it themselves after Amber Rudd was no-platformed by Oxford...
Education Secretary Gavin Williamson threatened intervention against institutions that fail to defend

democracy after former Home Secretary...

No more nagging wives! Oxford English Dictionary has been redefining
words like 'rabid' and 'shrill' because previous definitions were 'too...
The huge project was sparked by a complaint from Canadian anthropologist Michael Oman-Reagan who

noticed the word 'nagging' was followed by...
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ALEX BRUMMER: Rishi Sunak is on a tricky flight path as coronavirus
picks his pocket before first budget
The collapse of Flybe into administration is a crisis for the airline's millions of passengers and its 2,400 direct

staff - and a Covid-19...

Nissan backs Brexit Britain by ploughing £400m into its Sunderland car
plant
The Japanese car maker yesterday unveiled a £52m production press line - the investment centre-piece -

which has taken 18 months to install...

British graphic designer wins prize for world's best MULLET after
adopting the much-mocked hairstyle when he first arrived in Australia to...
Rob Ayton, 31, won the best international mullet at Mulletfest, held in Kurri Kurri, a small town in the Hunter

Region of New South Wales.

Two boy racers jailed over crash that killed deputy head girl, 17, less than
24 hours after one of the teenage drivers had passed his test 
Two teenage boy racers with 'excellent upbringings' have been jailed for five years each after causing the

death of 17-year-old Olivia Alkir...

Will all office workers go flexi? Millions now work from home and hunt for
properties with 'office space', but LEE BOYCE asks: Is it all...
A growing army of workers have gone 'flexi.' That is, they work part of the week in an office and part at home

already, potential...

Oxford Street is closed as 70 firefighters battle huge blaze at a souvenir
shop 
Oxford Street was closed from Marble Arch to Oxford Circus stations on Friday night after a fire broke out in a

souvenir shop on the ground...
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Richest retirees have an income 17 TIMES bigger than poorest - and gap
has almost doubled since 2010
The pension incomes of Britain's richest retirees are now 17 times higher than those of the poorest as the gap

between the two has nearly...

Mother who's built a 150,000-strong Instagram following for photogenic
son, 10, and daughter, four, says she has to stop strangers STEALING...
Aleksandra Hoyles, 32, from Yorkshire is so popular on Instagram that clothes sellers are using pictures of her

and her daughter on eBay...

On your marks, get set... glow! Head to this action-packed new Spanish
resort and the whole family will be fizzing with vitality 
Mar Menor Beachclub in southern Spain is the latest super-luxe addition to the Neilson empire that provides

all-inclusive active holidays....

Training 'ghost' teachers who NEVER take up posts in state schools costs
the taxpayer up to £123million 
Research shows how more than 11,000 recruits, almost one in ten, who qualified over a five-year period

changed their minds about teaching.

Chancellor Rishi Sunak sets aside a £9million fund to fight fly-tipping -
and will unveil plans for a mobile phone app to report dumped...
A thoroughfare off the A48 in Coedkernew, Newport, has been littered with old tyres, sofas and kitchen

appliances. The situation has got so...

Giants of the dunes: Shimmering deserts and enthralling wildlife - this
tour across Namibia is an adventure like no other
The Daily Mail's Mary Devjesky went on a two-week road trip through Namibia. Highlights included a visit to

Etosha National Park and seeing...
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SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket blasts off to the International Space Station with
supplies in spectacular nighttime launch before nailing its 50th...
The Falcon 9 rocket blasted off with 4,300 pounds of equipment and experiments for the International Space

Station. Just minutes later, the...

Half a million litter heroes! Tourist boards sign up for the Great British
Spring Clean campaign - boosting the number of volunteers past...
The milestone figure was surpassed yesterday two weeks before the Daily Mail's campaign is due to kick off.

Keep Britain Tidy's chief...

Autistic boy, 12, is left in tears after 'getting bullied at school every day for
three months' as his mother pulls him from classes 
Harrison Fernandez was mocked and beaten by a preying gang of bullies from his first day at Colchester

Academy last September, his mother...

Official: It's the best pub crawl ever! Taking a guided tour of London's
most historic boozers 
Liquid History Tours runs three-and-a-half hour guided tours around some of London's most historic pubs. Max

Davidson joined one and found...

Make mine a double! Thirsty animals are perfectly reflected in a watering
hole as they go for a late-night drink in South Africa
A leopard, rhino, two Impala and a herd of elephants were pictured visiting the secluded oasis in Zimanga,

South Africa. The 2,400-acre...

US Navy's mine-seeking dolphins are pictured strapped into tanks on a
cargo plane as they are flown on a top secret mission
Six U.S. Navy dolphins were taken pictured on board a C-17 Globemaster transport plane and brought to an

undisclosed location for a training...
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Missy the missing cat is reunited with her delighted owner, 72, when she
is found living among rubbish eight miles away 11 years after...
A delighted pet owner has been reunited with her beloved cat who went missing 11 years ago.

Simple Minds singer Jim Kerr recalls his travel adventures and that time a
fan flew him to a gig on their private plane
The singer talks about his touring highs and lows, how a fan saved him from nearly missing a gig in Sweden -

and more...

PAUL THOMAS on... The Queen's friendship with Sheikh Mohammed
Sheikh Mohammed had some interesting ideas on how to get Harry and Meghan back from Canada.

Brazilian football ace Ronaldinho sends night in police cell after posing
for selfies with prosecutors following his arrest over fake...
His hopes of returning home a free man were frustrated when the prosecution reversed an earlier decision to

offer him a plea bargain deal....

French inventor, 49, hits heart-stopping speeds of 78mph in his amazing
Iron Man-style armoured suit with 32 wheels
Jean-Yves Blondeau, also known as Rollerman, has been developing the piece of body armour equipped with

32 wheels on the feet, knees, back,...

Honey, I've found happiness: Ex-soldier ROGER MORGAN-GRENVILLE
reveals how a chance meeting in a pub gave him a sweet idea, and he's
never...
ROGER MORGAN-GRENVILLE was stuck in a rut. Then a chance encounter in a pub gave him a sweet idea.

Now his memoir tells how, with a few...
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Vilnius for under £100 a night! How to visit Lithuania's capital city on the
cheap
Vilnius is a pretty medieval town with cobbled streets, gothic churches and a fascinating history. Here's how to

see its best bits...

Royal Marines prepare for 'world's most dangerous' row - an epic 3,700-
mile, 60-day journey from New York to London to raise money for...
Four Marines aim to become the first team to row between New York and London. Along with helping veterans,

the crew aim to raise awareness...
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